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Let R be any division ring with involution. The *-core (resp. core) of R is 
the set of elements of the form 
where each term pi is some non-zero product of norms aa* (resp. squares 
a’). T. Szele proved that in order for the division ring R to be Hilbert 
ordered (e.g., R has some total order relation, which is additive and 
multiplicative) it is necessary and sufficient that the core of R exclude 0. In 
this paper we shall investigate the division rings with involution R such that 
the *-core of R excludes 0. We call these division rings c-orderable. In fact, 
any c-orderable division ring R is shown to admit an ordering of the 
following type. For a, b, c, d arbitrary elements of R: we have 
(1) a>b implies a*>b*, 
(2) a > b and c > d imply a + c > b + d, 
(3) a<bora=bora>bwhenevera=a”andb=b*,and 
(4) a > b implies uxx* >, bxx*. 
Such an ordering we call a c-ordering (c for *-core). Among other things, 
we show that this ordering is conditionally Baer, that is, 
(5) s = s* > 0 implies XXX* > 0, provided s can be bounded below and 
above by positive rationals. 
Whether or not this proviso can be dropped is an open question. Another 
important property of the c-ordering is that the set of bounded elements x at 
this ordering (e.g., XX* < rO for some rational r,,) is a *-valuation subring Y 
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in the sense given by Holland [6]. Here the residue division ring of V has 
dimension at most 4. 
A well-known theorem of Albert asserts that every algebraic ordered 
division ring R is a field. Using essentially the same argument one can show 
the stronger result that every ordered division ring R is a purely transcen- 
dental extension of the center Z or R. One might ask whether the same 
conclusion will hold for R any c-ordered division ring, which is not quater- 
nionic. Using new methods we show that if x E R is algebraic over some 
subfield F of central bounded elements, then the degree of x over Z is at 
most 2. When x=x* or if some central skew element u, # 0 is algebraic 
over F. x E Z follows: 
CONVENTIONS 
1. In all that will follow the term “rational” unadorned will always refer 
to a positive rational in the usual sense (natural rational). 
2. All our division rings R are such that 0 is not expressible as a sum of 
norms xx* # x (~zaturally orderable or *-formally real division rings). 
3. All our order relations are preserved under the involution, that is, 
a > b implies a* > b*. 
4. All order relations are additive: a > b and c > d imply a + c > c + d. 
5. Non-zero norms XX* are positive at all our order relations. 
CENTRAL DEFINITIONS 
DEFINITION 1. (1) The *-core P of the ring with involution R is the set 
of sums 
c=c pi, 
I 
where each pi is of the form 0 #pi = aa* . bb* ... tt* (a, b,..., t E R). 
(2) If 0 GS P, we shall call R a c-orderable ring. 
DEFINITION 2. Let a > b be any ordering on the ring with involution R. 
(1) If rO <xx* < r, for some (natural) rationals ri, then x is called a 
unit. 
(2) If xx* < r for each rational, then x is called an infinitesimal. 
(3) If x is a unit or an infinitesimal, call x a bounded element. 
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DEFINITION 3 (Orderings). We say that the order relation a > b is 
induced by the subset M if a > b is equivalent with a - b E MU {O). 
(1) For M = (~ixi~~~ IO # xi E R} the order relation induced by M is 
called the natural ordering (notation: a anat. 6). 
(2) For M = P (= *-core of R), where R is c-orderable. the order 
relation induced by M is called the ordering of natural type (notation: 
a >Tat. b). 
(3) By c-ordering we mean an order relation such that 
(0) 1 > 0, 
(i) a > b implies a* > b*, 
(ii) a>b, cad imply a+c>b+d, 
(iii) s < d, s = d. or s > d for each s = s*, d = d*? 
(iv) a > b implies axx* > bxx*. 
(4) By Baer ordering we mean an order relation such that (o)-(iii) are 
true and 
(iv)’ a > b implies xax* > xbx”. 
(5) By q-ordering we mean a c-ordering such that the involution is the 
identity mapping. 
Note. It can be easily checked that all orderings defined above obey our 
conventions. Also, the difference between a Baer ordering as defined an the 
original definition due to Holland (see [5]) is slight: If > is a Baer ordering 
in our sense, then the order relation induced by MSYm = {.x / x =x* > 01 is a 
Baer ordering in Holland’s sense. 
DEFINITION 4 (Comparability). Let > be a fixed c-ordering on the 
division ring R, let a, b be positive elements, and let c be an element with a 
sign (e.g.. c > 0, c = 0, or c < 0). 
(1) Define[cl=cifc>O,andIcl=-cifc<O. 
(2) Write a < b if a < rb for each rational r. 
(3) Write a z b if a < (1 + r)b and b > (1 + r)a for each rational r. 
(4) Write a 0 b if a 4 b and b 4 a (archimedean equivalent pair). 
1 GENERAL FACTS 
Recall that the *-core P of the division ring R is the set of arithmetical 
sums of products of norms xx* # 0. Equivalently, P is the additive and 
multiplicative subset generated by all non-zero norms. Thus P is closed 
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under sums and products, and P = P* contains all norms xx* # 0. Is P 
preserved under translation (a--f xax*)? Under conjugation? Since we pass 
from xax* to xax-’ by right multiplication by the norm (x*)-‘x-i, we see 
that these questions are equivalent. Since conjugates of norms are products 
of two norms 
x&2*x-‘= ((xa)(xa)*)[(x*)-‘x-‘1, 
and since conjugation is an automorphism, the questions have an affirmative 
answer. Also, P contains inverses, for we have 
x -I = x*((J-‘)“x-1). 
We have shown the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. The *-core P of any division ring R (i) is *-closed, (ii) is 
additive, (iii) is multiplicative, (iv) is preserved under translation (a -+ xax*), 
(v) is preserved under conjugation and (vi) contains inverses. 
One can give the following equivalent definition of the c-ordering. There is 
some subset M such that 
(Cl) M=M”, 
(C2) M+MSM, 
(C3) MU(-M)2 {xJO#x=x”}, 
(C4). 0 6? M, 1 E M, and x E M imply xaa* E M for each a # 0, and 
(C5) aabifandonlyifa-bEMU{O). 
If R has some c-ordering it is clear that xx* E M for each 0 # x. By (C4), 
x,r*~iy* E M, for each 0 fx, y. By induction on n, X,X;” ..e X,X: E M. Thus 
P c M and 0 Q P follows. Conversely, suppose that R is any c-orderable 
division ring. Using Zorn’s lemma we can find a maximal P-additive subset 
M = M* excluding 0. We proceed to show that M satisfies condition (C2) in 
the above. Let 0 # s = s* E R and suppose that -s & M. Using properties 
(it(vi) of the *-core P appearing in Theorem 1, one can check quite easily 
that the subset of R 
M,=MLJsPU(sP+M) 
is, again, a P-additive subset excluding 0. By maximality of M, M= MY 
follows, that is, s E A4. We conclude that the binary relation defined by 
is a c-ordering on R. We have shown the basic 
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THEOREM 2. In order for the division ring R to have some c-ordering it 
is rtecessary and sufjcient that R be c-orderable. 
We proceed to 
THEOREM 3. Let R be any c-ordered division ring. We hare 
(i) for r any relative rational, r > 0 if and on/y if r is a (naturaij 
rational; 
(ii) foraER.a>Oea-‘>O;and 
(iii) for a > b > 0 and c >p d >p 0 (e.g., d E P and c-d E P), we 
have ac > bd. 
ProoJ (i) Since P g M, it follows that each natural rational r belongs 
to M. The converse is clear. 
(ii) If a > 0 then aa-l(a-‘)* = (a-‘)* > 0 follows. giving a-’ > 0. 
(iii) Since a > b and d E P, it follows that ad > bd. Because a > 0 and 
c - d E P, we get ac > ad > bd, and the theorem is proved. 
Here are some additional facts. 
Remark 1 (S. Berberian). For a, b E R, we have 
(a + b)(a + b)* < 2(aa* + bb”). 
Remark 2 (Holland). For s = s* and k = -k* E R, we have 
Isk-ksI<s’-k2. 
Remark 3 (Vidav). For s = s* and r any rational, we have -r < s < r if 
and only if s2 < r’. 
Remark 4. For s = s* any symmetric such that -rO <s < r0 < 1, some 
rational r,,, we have s’ < 1 s/ + E for each rational E. 
Remark 5. For s and k as in Remark 2, we have lsk - ksl+ .s2 - k” 
provided s2 and -k2 provided s2 and -k2 are not archimedean equivalent. 
Remark 6. Generally Jsk - ksl& s2 -k’ if and only if xx* %x*x. 
where.r=s+kands=s*, k=-k*ER. 
For Remark 1, use the identity 
(a + b)(a + b)* + (a - b)(a -b)* = 2(aa* + bb*), 
For Remark 2, use the identity 
(s + k)(s + k)* = (s2 -k’) - (sk - ks). 
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For Remark 3, use successively the identities 
r - s = (1/2r)(r - s)2 + (l/2?.)@-’ - SZ), 
2r(r2 -s’) = (r - s)(r + s)(r + s)* + (r + s)(r - s)(r -s)*. 
For Remark 4, we separate two cases. If 1 s I< r < 1 implies /s I< rz for 
each rational r, then s ,< r,, < 1 implies (s] < rin, IZ = 1,2,... . In this case, Is I 
is then an infinitesimal. From Remark 3, sz is also an infinitesimal so that 
s2 < E < 1.~1 + E, for each rational a. If, on the other hand, there is some 
rational rl with IsI < rl but Js( 4 ri, then (s( > r: follows and, by Remark 3 
s2 < rf < s, so, again, sz < IsI + s. 
For Remark 5, let us suppose, for instance, s’ < -k’. Then s’ < -(rk)* for 
each rational r. By Remark 2, risk-ksI=/s(rk)-(rk)s),< 
s* - (rk)’ < -2r2k2, so that Isk - ksl < -2rk’. From this, Isk - ks I < -k’ < 
s2 - k2, resulting in 1 sk - ks / < s* - k*. 
The justification of Remark 6 and those to follow are left as exercises to 
the reader. 
Remark 7. (1) The bounded elements (see Definition 3.3) form a Q- 
additive subgroup (4J = relative rationals). 
(2) The infinitesimals (see Definition 3.2) form a Q-subgroup. 
Remark 8. For s = s* any positive element and x E R, we have 
(1) s is bounded if and only if s < r,, for some rational rO ; 
(2) s is a unit if and only if r, < s < r, for some rationals r, , rO ; 
(3) s is an infinitesimal if and only if s < r for each rational; and 
(4) x is bounded (resp. unit, infinitesimal) if and only if xx* is 
bounded (resp. unit, infinitesimal). 
6. THE BOUNDED ELEMENTS 
Let R be any c-ordered division ring. Denote by V (resp. J) its subset of 
bounded elements (resp. infinitesimals). We know from Remark 7 that both 
V and J are additive Q-subgroups (a = relative rationals). Actually, we can 
establish the following structure theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Let R be any c-ordered division ring, let V be the set of 
bounded elements, and let J be the subset of infinitesimals. 
(1) V is a *-closed valuation subring of R. 
(2) The center Z, of the ring V is a valuation domain of the field Z. 
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(3) The set on non-units of the ring V is pvecise[ll the infinitesinzais J, 
thus. J is a *-ideal of the ring V. 
(3) The residue division ring V/J has dimension at most 4. 1~ ftict, a/! 
symmetries of VjJ are central elements. 
Proof. (1) and (2). As noted in Remark 7, V and J are additive 
subgroups. We proceed to show that x E V impiies x* E V. By construction 
xx* < ro, for some rational ro. Now 
1 + r. > 1 + xx* > x +x* > -(l + xx*) > -(l + rO). 
for 1+x-u*-(x+x*)=(1--x)(1-xx)*>0 and x+x*+(1+x.x*)= 
(1 +x)(1 +x)*>O. By Remark 3, (x -i-x*)’ < (1 + r,)‘, so that 
x + x* E V. Thus x* = (x + x*) -x E V. For the multiplicative property of 
V. let us show firstly that xs4x* E V, where s = s* and x are in V. Now 
x* E V gives r. 2x*x for some rational rO. Then ros’ + s*xs’, 
s2r0s2 > s2x*xs2. However, from s E V follows rr > s’ > 0 for some rational 
rl. By Remark 3, rtro > s4ro > s2x*xs2 = s’x*(s*x*)* follows. which gives 
s2x* E v and, hence, (s’x*)*s*x* =x,$x* E V, as wished. A 
straightforward linearisation on s and 1 - s E V gives xsx* E V. Now let 
x, 4’ E V, We have s = YJ* E V, so that XXX* = S~JJ”.U* = XJ(XJ)* E V, and 
consequently x~’ E V. We proceed to show that for each 0 # a E R either a 
or a-’ belongs to V. For if a & V then aa” 9 1. It follows that 
(a-I)*a-l. aa* %= (a-‘)*a-‘, placing (a-‘)” in V and, hence, a-’ E V. 
We are left with the‘assertion about the center Z, of the ring V. We use here 
the observation due to S. Berberian that for each s E R, the element 
(l/(1 + xx*))x is bounded relative to the natural ordering and, hence, this 
element is bounded according to our ordering. If a E Z,, then a commutes 
with (l/(1 + xx*))x and a commutes with the bounded element 
(l/(1 + xx*). Thus a commutes with x, placing a in Z. It is now evident that 
Z, is a valuation *-subring of the field Z. 
(3) If x is a unit (e.g., r. < xx* ,< rl for some rationals ri) it is clear that 
x E V. Also xx* > r,, gives xx*(x*))‘x-I > rO(x*j-Lx-l so that 
(x*))‘x-’ > r;‘. From this, (x-r)* E V and hence x-r E V. Thus x is a 
unit of the ring V. Conversely, if x is a unit of the ring V the process can be 
reversed to get that x is a unit. It is now clear that the unique maximal right 
ideal of the local ring V coincides with the infinitesimals ,I or fi. 
(4) All we have to show is that if s = s* and k = -k* belong to V then 
sk - ks E J. By Remark 5, we may assume that s2 0 -k2 and, consequenrly, 
s. k are units of V. It follows that /s 1 0 (-k’). By a routine argument, we can 
find a rational q0 with 0 < Is/ + q0k2 < -k’. If s is replaced by Is/ + qak” 
this does not change the commutator nor does it affect the assumption on f 
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and k. If, further, we suppose that -k2 < f then, making use of Remark 4, 
we have 
Isk- ksj = /(IsI + qok*)k-k(jsJ + q,,k’)/ 
< (Is + ZOk2)’ -k* < (-k2 + E) - k2 < -3k2, 
where E is any rational smaller than -k’. Replacing k by rk with r any 
rational between 0 and 1 and eliminating shows that I sk - ksl4 -k2, so 
sk - ks E J. For general k, it suffices to pass to k/2r, where r is any rational 
such that -k2 < r2. 
In [6], Holland studied those subrings A of the division ring R which, in 
addition to being *-closed valuation subrings, contain in their group of units 
all elements of the form x*x-‘, 0 # x E R. We call these subrings, with 
Holland, * -valuation subrings. Unlike the situation for general Baer ordering 
we shall be able to show that the considered bounded subring V is a *- 
valuation subring. This will require the deeper study of the units of V, which 
is carried out in the next section. In order to prepare this study we establish 
here a characterization of the residue congruence relation a G b (mod J) 
(a, b E V) in terms of the rational bounds of a, b. This is the 
THEOREM 5. Let a, b be bounded elements with b a positive symmetric. 
If a and b admit the same rational upper and lower bounds then 
;(a + a*) = b (mod J). 
ProoJ If b is an infinitesimal, then 0 < b < E for each rational E. From 
this, 0 ,< a < E, and consequently 0 < f(a + a*) < E, giving ;(a + a*) an 
infinitesimal. If, on the other hand, b is a unit, we claim that ;(a + a*) and b 
have the same rational upper and lower bounds. For if, for instance, 
$(a+a*)>r but b$r, then b<r, and so a<r, whence f(a+a*)=r. If 
now b < r - E, then +(a + a*) < r - E ( r, which is impossible. This shows 
that r - b > 0 has no rational lower bounds. Thus r - b is an infinitesimal, 
which gives b E r- f(a + a*) (modJ). Thus we may assume that 
f(a + a*) > r implies b > r. The converse is obvious. Therefore b and 
f(a + a*) are positive symmetries with identical rational bounds. If now 
these elements are not congruent modulo J? then b - c 6Z J, where 
c = f(a + a*). Say b - c > 0. Thus b - c > a0 for some rational a,. Because 
c C$ J, c > E, for some rational E,. Now 
b = (b - c) + c > q-, + Ed, 
C=Eg+El, 
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b > E, + (25) + El) = 3Eo + E, )... 
where k is an arbitrary natural number, which contradicts the boundedness 
of b. The theorem is proved. 
For the rest of this section, we shall examine one possible c-ordering on 
the division ring v= V/J, which is basically induced by the ground C- 
ordering on R. Clearly, if we are to make a + J positive in v= V/J relative 
to some c-ordering, then a + J # 0. Also, since the only skew element of E 
which is comparable to 0, is 0 itself we must have a + a* + Jf 0. which 
implies evidently a + J # 0. Finally, it is natural that those elements a = a * 
in V with a > 0 have an image a + J > 0. This leads to the notion of positive 
element modulo J as indicated in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6. Call x a positive element modulo J f and only ifx = a i-j. 
where a is a positive bounded elements, j is an inj?nitesimal, and a t a*, is a 
unit. In V/J define x + J to be positive if and only if x is positive moduio J. 
This determines a c-ordering on the division ring V/J such that b = b* > 0 
uvith b E V implies b + J > 0. Under this c-ordering, V/J has all its elements 
#O units (archimedean c-ordered division ring). 
Proof. If a, b are positive elements with a + a”, b + b* units then so 
must a + b. For (a + a*) + (b + b* j = (a + bj + (a + b)” > r0 + rl, where 
roI rl are rational lower bound of a + a*, b f b*, This shows that 
M +M c_.N, where JY denotes all positive elements modulo J. Clearly 
/ =M* and .&‘n J = 0, 1 EM. If y & J and a is a positive bounded 
elements as before, then ayy * > 0. Also ~JJJ~* + (UJJJ)*) * s 2ayy* 6? J (for by 
Theorem 4, all norms in V are central modulo J). Thus aqy* is a positive 
element modulo J. From this MJJJJ* C.&Y, for each y 6? J. If _A=J’,/J, it is 
clear that -2 induces a c-ordering on V/J. For b = b* E V, clearly b + J > 0 
whenever b > 0. By construction, for each x E V-J, xx* > rgt for some 
rational rO. Thus xX* > r,, . This shows that each X E V/J, 3 f 0, is a unit. 
Let ( V/J)Sym. be the subset of symmetric elements of the division ring V/J. 
This is a subfield which is q-ordered by the restriction of the induced 
ordering. By a result of Prestel, the archimedean q-ordered field (V/JjSym. is 
an ordered field. Equivalently, if a = a* and b = b* are positive elements 
modulo J then ab is positive modulo J. This is the 
COROLLARY. If a and b are symmetric positive elements module J then 
ab is positive mod&o J. 
481,7’.‘2 14 
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3. MORE ON THE BOUNDED ELEMENTS 
In this section we shall establish that the ring V of bounded elements is a 
*-valuation subring of R (in the sense of Holland). This means that the 
valuation *-subring V contains all the elements x*x-’ in its group of units. 
Equivalently, V is preserved under conjugation. In fact, we prove a much 
stronger result, namely, for each 0 # x E R and each bounded element 
a=a* of V, we have xax- ’ = a (modJ). This gives the equivalence law 
yy* x ~*JJ for all ~1 E R, which expresses continuity of the involution (see 
[6]). In order to facilitate the writing we make the 
DEFINITION 5. If for each a = a* E V and for a fixed 0 # x, we have 
xax -’ 3 a (modJ) (resp. xax-’ - a* (mod J)), 
we shall say that x induces the identity (resp. the involution) mod&o f. 
LEMMA 1. In order for x E P to induce the identity or the involution 
module J it is necessary and sufjcient that 
)(xsx-’ + (x-‘sx)*) ES (mod J), 
for each positive symmetric unit s of V provided the residue division ring 
v = V/J is a field. 
Proo$ The condition is evidently necessary. Conversely, if this condition 
is satisfied then for s = s* a positive infinitesimal, 1 + s is a positive unit. 
Thus f(x(1 +s)?r-‘) + (x(1 + s)x-‘)*I = 1 + ($(xsx-’ + (xsx-I)*)) = 
1 +x (moda, and, hence, $(xsx-’ + (xsx- l)*) 3 s mod J). Since every 
symmetric is positive or negative, we see that the congruence 
~(xsx-’ + (xsx-l)*) = s (modJ) holds identically for each s = s* E V. We 
show next that xsx-’ E V for all s = s* E V. It suffices to show this for s 
any positive unit in V. In this case, if xsx-’ & V, necessarily (xsx-l)-’ = 
xs-‘x-’ E J. Because s is a positive unit we have s-’ > r,, for some rational 
r,.Thens-1-r,~Oand,hence,x(s-‘-rr,)x-’~Ogivingxs-‘x-‘~r,. 
From this, t = t* = xs-‘x-l + (xs-‘x-l)* > 2ro, which contradicts the 
relation xs-lx-’ E J. This shows that xsx-’ E V. We can now show that 
xvx-’ G v. For if li= -k* E V then xk’x-’ = (xkx-‘)’ E V. By 
Corollary 1 to Theorem 4, xkx-’ E V follows. 
Consider the mapping 4: a + J+xax-’ +J. This is a well defined 
automorphism of the division ring v= V/J. Also $(@ + 4”) fixes all 
symmetries of v. Using the fact that the symmetries of r form a subfield of 
v (Theorem 4) and by a routine linearization argument, one can show that 4 
fixes all symmetries of r. If v is a field coinciding with its symmetric part, 
4 = id, follows. If, on the other hand, v is a field not coinciding with its 
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symmetric part, it has exactly two automorphisms fixing the symmetries so 
that 4 = id, or Q is the involution on v which completes the proof. 
Given x E P and s = s* E V, it was shown in the course of the proof of 
Lemma 1 that if s > q, q rational, then XSX-’ > q and conversely. By 
Theorem 5, s E f(xsx-’ + (.ysx-I)*) follows. In view of Lemma 1, x induces 
the identity or the involution module J. This is 
X-EMMA 2. For .Y E P, x induces the identity or the involution moduio J. 
In order to carry over Lemma 2 from the core elements x E P to arbitrary 
symmetries x=x* much more work is needed. For one thing, we have no 
control on the rational majorants of $(XSX-’ $ (XSX-‘)*) as compared to 
those of s. For another, the conclusion of Lemma 2 is highly non-linear in 
nature. Hence the arduous lemmas that follow. 
LEMMA 3. Let s = s* and k = -k* be such that 
Isk- ksl A s’ -k=. 
We have 
(I) sk-’ is a unit of the ring V, 
(2) sk-’ - k-‘s is a unit of the ring V, 
(3) sk - ks and k(sk - ks) k” = k(ks - sk)k 
have opposite signs. 
Proof. (1) If sk-’ =jE J then s* = (jk)’ = (jk)(jkj* = -jky*. For 
each rational Y, if s2 > r,,(-k*) then -jk’j* = s’ > r-,(-k=) gives 
jk2j*k-” = -jkTj*(-k-‘) > rO(-k*)(-k*) = r,. From this. 
t = jk2j*k-* + (jkzj*k-*)* > 2r,. 
But, from j* E J and -k* E P follow k?*k-’ E J (Theorem 7) and, conse- 
quently, t = t” E J, contradicting the inequality t >, 2r,. This shows that 
s* < -k’. In view of Remark 4, (sk - ks / Q s* - k’ follows. which 
contradicts our assumption. We must have sk-’ 65 J. Similarly ks-’ 66 J. 
Therefore sk-’ is a unit of I/. 
(2) By (I), sk-’ - k-‘s=sk-’ + (Sk-‘)* E V. Suppose, by way of 
contradiction, that j = sk-’ - k-‘s E J. We have 
(sk - ks) + (k*sk-’ - k-‘Sk*) = (Sk-’ -k-Is) k2 + k’(sk-’ -k-Is) 
= jk2 +k2j; 
sk - ks = jk* + ky - (k*sk-’ - k-‘sk2). 
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Since j = j* E J it follows that -#I k2 Q -k2 and -k2 lj/ 4 -k’. Suppose 
that 
h = 1 k’sk-’ - k-‘sk’) > ro(-k2), 
for some positive rational Y,, > 0. If -k2 induces the identity mapping 
modulo J then 
h(-k2) = lk2sk-‘k-2 - k-‘sl > r,, 
with k’sk-‘ke2 E sk-’ (mod J). It would follow that 
r,, < Ik’(sk-‘) k-2 - k-‘s( _= Isk-’ - k-‘s( = Ijl E J, 
which is a contradiction. If, on the other hand, -k2 induces the involution 
modulo J, then 
r. < h(-k-2) = I k’(sk-‘) k-2 - k-‘sj 
G I-2k-‘s(. 
It would follow that 
2r,<l~(-k-~)+(-k’)ks2Ik-‘s-sk-‘I 
= 2j, 
which is also a contradiction. We have shown that h < -k2. Thus 
Isk- ksl ,< I jk2 + kZjl + h < -k2, which contradicts the hypothesis. We 
must have sk-’ - k-‘s E V-J. 
(3) Suppose, by way of contradiction, that sk - ks and k(sk- ks)k 
have opposite signs. Say sk - ks > 0 and k(sk - ks)k < 0. We claim 
that -k2 cannot induce the involution module J. For otherwise set t = 
sk-’ - k-‘s. From k(sk - ks)k < 0 follows (-k-‘)(k(sk - ks)k)(-kp2) = 
k-‘(sk - ks) k-’ = k-‘s - sk-’ = -t < 0, that is, t > 0. But then 
k-‘tk-’ = kp2(ks - sk) k-’ = (-k-‘)(ks - sk)(-k-‘) < 0 and consequently 
k- ‘tk = -k-‘tk-‘(-k-‘) > 0. Now 
0 < k-‘tk= k-‘(Sk-’ - k-‘s)k 
= k-‘s - k-2(sk-‘)k2 
E k-‘s + k-‘s = 2(k-‘s). 
Thus 2(k-‘s - Sk-‘) = k-‘tk + (k-‘tk)* > 0, that is, -2t = k-‘tk + 
(k-‘tk)* > 0, which together with the relation t > 0 gives t E J. However, 
from the above, sk-’ - k-‘s 6! J. This shows that -k2 must induce the 
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identity modulo J. Since k-‘s $ sk-’ E V it follows that 
k-‘(k-‘s + sk-‘) kZ = (k-Is + Sk-‘) + j, for some j E J. Thus 
(k-‘s + sk-‘) k2 - k*(k-‘s + sk-‘) 
= (sk - ksj + (k-‘sk’ - k2sk-‘) = jk’. 
Now kp’sk2 - k2skm’ = (k-Is - &‘)k2 + (Sk-‘)k2 - k’(sk-’ = 
(k-‘s - sk-‘)k2 +j’k*, wherej’ EJ (for sk-’ E V). Then 
sk-ks=jk2-(k-'sk2-k2sk-') 
= jk' - ((/.-Is -Sk-“) k2 + j'k') 
= (j-j’) k’ + (k-‘s - Sk-:)(-k’). 
Since k-Is - sk-’ < 0 it follows that (k-Is - sk-I)(-k*) < 0 and, conse- 
quently, 
sk - ks < (j -j’) k’ = j”(-k*). j” E J. 
Then 2(sk - ks j < j”(-k*) f (-k’)(j”)*. Thus u = U* = j*(-k’j + 
(-k’)(j)* > 0. Since k2j*k-* EJ it follows that a < -k’. Consequently, 
0 < sk - ks 4 -k’, which contradicts our hypothesis. With this the lemma is 
proved. 
LEMMA 4. Let s = s* be a unit of the ring V such that s and 1 -s 
belong to P, and let 0 # d = d* E R. We haue 
(1) dsd-1 E Pn V, 
(2) ds2d > sd’s implies dsd-’ is a unit of V, and 
(3) ds*d > (1 + E) sd’s for some rational E implies 2dsd > sd* $ d’s. 
ProoJ (1) Let 2:“‘. be the ordering of natural type (Definition 3). 
From the hypothesis, 0 <yat. s <Tat. 1 follows (d-‘sd)(d-‘sd)* <fitat. i and 
consequently d-‘sd is a bounded element, which is in P (Theorem 1, 
Section 1). 
(2) Right multiplying the inequality by d-’ gives ds’d-’ > sd’sde2. 
BY the theorem, we just proved d*sd-’ = s (modJ). Therefore 
ds*d-’ 2 sd2sd-2 E ’ ( s mod./). Since s2 is a unit of the ring V, we get that 
ds*d-’ + (ds*d-‘)* > 2s2 is a unit of the ring V. Then ds2dmL is a unit of V, 
(3) If t = t* = 2dsd - (sd’ + d2s) < 0 then right multiply this by d-’ 
to get 
2dsd-’ < s + d2sd-’ = 2s. 
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Because dsd-’ belongs to P we get, using Theorem 3, Section 1, that 
4ds’d-’ < (s + d2sd-‘)’ = 4s2. 
From this 
ds2d-’ + d-‘s2s < 2s’ + E’, 
for each rational E’. By the assumption, we have ds*d- ’ > (1 + E) sd’sd-*, 
which gives 
ds2d-’ + d-‘s2d> (1 + e)(sd2sd-2 + d-*sd’s) 
= 2(1 + E) s2 - 2s2 + 2&S*. 
Since s2 is a unit of V we get 
ds2d-’ + d-‘s2d> 2s’ + E”, 
for some rational E”, which is a contradiction. This shows that t = t* > 0. 
LEMMA 5. Under the assumption on s in Lemma 4, toe have d*sd-’ < 
(1 +s)s2for each O#d=d* ER. 
Proof. Set 
t=t(s,d)=d-‘sd+dsd-‘-2s. 
We show first that t E J provided t > 0 and ds*d > (1 + E) sd*s for some 
rational E > 0. By Lemma 4, t E V. If then t f2 J, clearly d-‘sd f s (mod J). 
Define a=a(s,d)=sd+ds and k=k(s,d)=sd-ds. Define sr=s+r 
with r > 1 any natural number, and let a, = a(s,, d) and k, = 
k(sr, d) = k(s, d). We have 
ark,.-kk,a,=a,k=ka, 
= (ak - ka) + r(2dsd - (sd2 + d*s)) 
= 2(ds; d - s,d2s,). 
By the hypothesis, ds2d > (1 + E) sd2s. In view of Lemma 4, part (3), 2dsd > 
sd= + d*s follows. Since ak - ka = 2(ds*d - sd2s) > 0 and since 
r(2dsd - (sd* - d2s)) > 0 it follows that a,k, - krar > 0 for all r. If now 
k,(a,k, - k,a,) k, < 0 for some r then, by Lemma 3, part (3), we would get 
lark,.-k,a,J<a:-k:. 
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By Remark 6, Section 1, xx* =:x*x follows, where x = a, + k’. Thus 
4dsfd z 4s,d2s,. Then ds: d-’ ,z s,d2s,d-’ z sf (mod J). Because s, = s $ r 
is a unit of V (for by Lemma 4, s is a unit of V) belonging to the *-core of 
R, we derive as before that ds,d-’ = s, (modJ) and consequently 
dsd- ’ = s (mod J), which we agreed to rule out. This shows that 
k(a,k, - k,a,)k and arkr - krar have the same sign, which is plus. 
Define r = k-‘(sd’ + d2s - 2dsd) k-l. From k(a,k - ka,)k > 0 follows 
k-‘(ark - ka,) k-’ = (-k-‘) k(a,k - ka,) k(-k-‘) > 0. 
Expanding this we get that 
k-‘(ak - ka) + r(2dsd - (sd2 + d’s)) k-” 
=k-‘a-ak-‘-rk-‘(sd2+d2s-2dsd)k-’ >03 
k-la - ak-’ > rk-‘(sd’ + d2s - 2dsd) k-’ = M, 
for each I’ = 1.2,... . 
Now k = sd - ds = ds( g - l), where g = s-‘(d-‘sd). Because s is a unjt 
and d-‘sd is a unit so must be g. Thus g - 1 E V~ However, 
g* = &!-‘s-’ 
and dsd-’ = d2(d-‘sd)de2. Since d-‘sdE V and since d2 =dd* we get. 
using Lemma 2, that dsd-’ 3 d-‘sd (modJ). Because s-’ is central modulo 
Jwe see that g*=d-‘sd.s-‘=s-‘d-‘sdrg(modJ). Now ifg-IEJ 
we get dsd-‘s-l G 1 (mod J) and hence dsd-’ z s (mod J), which we agreed 
to rule out. This shows that g - 1 is a unit, which is symmetric module .I. 
Thus 
r=k-‘(sd2+d2s-2dsd)k-’ 
= (g- l)-‘s-‘d-‘(sd’+d’s-2dsd)d-‘s-‘(g- 1))L 
= (g- l)- ‘s-‘(d-‘sd + dsd-’ - 2s) s-‘(.g- l)-’ 
= (g- l)-‘s-‘cs-‘(g- 1)-’ 
is a unit of V, which is a symmetric module J. Because s - ’ ts - ’ is a positive 
symmetric unit of V we get that s -‘ts- ’ maps onto a positive symmetric. of 
v= V/J= Thus t maps onto the positive symmetric 
F= (g- l)-‘(s-‘ts-‘)((g- 1)-l)*, 
Because r = r* is a unit of V it follows that r is positive and, consequently. 
r > r;, for some rational rD. Recalling that k-la - ak-’ > n for each 
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natural number r = 1,2,... we get that k-‘a - ak-’ is infinitely large. By the 
contraposition of Lemma 3, part (2), this gives that lak- ka( Q a2 - k2. 
Setting x = a -t k and using Remark 6, Section 1, we then get 
4ds2d = x*x z xx* = 4sd2s 
ds2d-’ z s’, 
dsd-’ G s (mod 4, 
which we agreed to rule out. This shows that t was in J, as wished. 
More generally, if ds’d > (1 + E) sd2s for some rational E, we claim that s2 
satisfies the conditions in the above: 
t(s2, 4 2 0, ds’d > (1 + E) s2d2s2. 
For then ds’d-’ > (1 + E) sd2sde2, giving ds4d-’ > (1 + c)‘(sd’sd-‘)’ 
(Theorem 3), and (sd’sd-‘)’ = (1 -t E)‘s”. This rules out the inequality 
ds’d < (1 + E,,) s2d2s2 for every rational cO. Thus ds4d > (1 + E’) s’d2s2 for 
some rational a’. Also if, by way of contradiction, 
t(s2, d) = d-‘s2d + ds2d-’ - 2s’ < 0, 
then from ds’d > (1 + E) sd’s we would get 
ds2d-’ > (1 + E) sd2sd-2, 
d-‘s2s > (1 + E) d-%d’s 
ds2d-’ + d-‘s2d > (1 + &)(sd-2 + d-‘sd2s); 
passing to v= V/J this gives 
ds’d-’ + d-‘s2d> (1 + s)(2F2). 
On the other hand, t(s’, d) < 0 gives 
r ds2d-’ + d-‘s2s < 2s , 
which is a contradiction. This shows that d(s2)*d > (1 + E) s2d2s2, for some 
rational s, implies t(s’, d) > 0. By the above t(s’, d) E J, that is, 
d-‘s2d + ds’d-’ = 2s2 (mod J). Recalling that d-‘s’d z ds2d-’ (mod J) we 
would get d-‘s*d 3 s2 (mod J), which forces d-‘sd 3 s (mod J). This 
relation can be played off with the assumption ds’d > (1 + E) sd2s. The 
upshot of this is that ds’d < (1 + E) sd’s for every rational E. Equivalently 
ds2d-’ < (1 + E) sd2sd-’ = (1 + E) s’, 
ds2d-’ < (1 + E) s*, 
for each rational E, which completes the proof. 
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LEMMA 6. For each 0 f d = d* and each s = s* E V we have dsd-’ E s 
(mod Jj. Therefore d induces the identity orz the involution module J. 
Proof. Let s = s* be as in Lemma 5. We have dsd- ’ E V and 
d-Isa’= d-‘(dsd-‘) dZ 3 dsd-’ (mod J). 
Now ds2d-’ < (1 + ~)~sl gives 
$(d-‘s2d + ds’d-‘) = ds2d-* < (1 + F)~s’; 
then 
)(d-‘sd + dsd-L)2 s +(2(dsd-‘j)’ 
= ds2d-’ < (1 + E)‘s’. 
Going down to V/J and using the fact that the symmetries form an ordered 
subfield, we get 
f(d-‘sd + dsd-‘) < (1 + E)‘Y. 
Replacing s by t(dsd-’ + d-‘sd), we get 
+[(d2sd-’ + s) + s + d2sd-2] < (1 + &)(dsd-* + d+‘sd);, 
s = $[(d2sdp2 + s) - (s + d-‘sd2)] < ((1 + &)/2)(dsd-” c d-‘sdj, 
d-‘sd = $(dsd-’ + d-‘sd) s s (mod Jj. 
Given d = d* E R and s = s* E V, we claim that ds’d-’ = s’ (mod J). 
For s2 E VnP and s, = l/(1 + s2) EPn I/ with s, <y”‘. 1. By Lemma 5, 
ds, d-’ E s, (mod J) follows. Notice that s, is an invertible element of K 
Since ds,d-’ -sr (mod J) it follows that ds,d-* E V-J. so that ds,d-’ is 
invertible in V. Then (ds, d-l)-’ = s;’ (mod J), that is, 
d(1 + s2) d-’ E 1 + s’ (mod Jj; 
equivalently ds2d-’ = s2 (mod J). The usual linearization argument shows 
that dsd-’ = s (mod J). As in the proof of Lemma 1, we conclude that d 
induces the identity mapping or the involution modu1o.J. 
LEMMA I. For each x E R, we have xx* z x*x. 
Proof. By Remark 6, it suffices to prove that jsk - ksj < s2 - k’, for 
each s = s* and k = -k*. Assume this not to be true for the pair s, k. By 
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Lemma 3, parts (l), (2), we would get s-‘k, ks-’ and s-‘k- ks-’ E V-J. 
For x=s=s* we have 
But, 
s(s-‘k-ks-‘)s-‘rs-‘k-ks-’ (mod J). 
s(s-‘k-ks-‘)s-‘=ks-‘-s(ks-‘)s-’ 
ks-‘-ks-‘=O 
or 
ks-’ + s-‘k, 
accordingly as s induces the identity or the involution modulo J. In both 
cases, we get SC’k - ks-’ z 0 (mod J), which contradicts the invertibility of 
s-‘k- ks-’ modulo J. 
COROLLARY 1. Each x = -x* # 0 induces the identity or the involution 
rnodulo J. 
ProojI Take y = sk with s =s*, k= -k*. Then -sk2s = yy” z 
yap) = -ks2k. From this -sk’s(-k-‘) = sk2sk-” FZ -ks2k(-k-‘) = ks’k-‘. 
Choosing s E V we have, modulo V, 
s2 s sk2sk-2 z ks2k-’ 9 
and consequently ks2k-’ ES’ (mod V). As before, we conclude that k 
satisfies the desired conclusion. 
LEMMA 8. Each pseudo unitary element x-lx* belongs to V. In fact, 
x-lx* is a unit of V. 
Prooj We have, for x +x* # 0, 
(X+X*)X-‘X*(X+x*)-’ 
=x(1 +x-‘x*)x-‘X*(1 +x-‘x*)-lx-’ 
= xx-‘x*x-’ =xXx-‘. 
If then x-lx* E J, clearly x+x* # 0, so that x*x-’ E (x+x*) 
J(x + x*)-l c J (Lemma 6). But, (x-lx*)-’ = (x*)-lx= (x*x-‘)*. Thus 
@-‘x*)--L)* =x*x- E J, and consequently (x-lx*)-’ E J, which 
contradicts the relation x-Ix* E J. 
We must conclude that x-Ix* &J. Similarly (x-‘x*)-l = (x*)-lx= 
(x*)-‘(x*)* 6! J. Th ere ore x-lx* is a unit of V. f 
We can now prove an important theorem. 
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THEOREM 7. Let R be any c-ordered division ring. For each 0 f x E R 
and each symmetric s E V we have xs.x-’ z s (mod J). Therefore x induces 
the identity mapping or the involution module J provided the residue division 
ring V/J is a peld. In all cases, V and J are preserved under conjugation. 
Proof. By Lemma 8, X*X-’ E V. Thus one of the elements 1 + .c~,Y*. 
1 -X-‘-Y* is a unit of V. Now any unit u of V is such that 
mu -’ EE s (mods). For, since all symmetries in V are central in V/J. we get 
USK' -s=(us-su)u-‘EJ.u-~~J. 
From Lemmas 5 and 6, the elements x(1 + s -IX*) =.r f x4:7 
x(1 -x-IX*) = x - x* leave fixed symmetries modulo J. Since one of the 
right factors 1 +x- x , ’ * 1 -x-Ix* leaves fixed the symmetries modulo J, so 
must x(1 +x-‘x*)(1 +x-‘x*)-’ =.Y or x(1 -x-‘x*)(1 --x-:x*)-r =.Y, 
which completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 1. [f s = s* is any positive unit in V then xsx” >, O,for each 
xER. 
Pro& We have XS.Y-’ = s + j, some j E J. If now xsx* < 0 then 
xsx - i ~0. Thus s=xsx-‘--j-j. From this, O<s<-(j+j)*EJ 
giving s E J. which contradicts the hypothesis. 
COROLLARY 2. V is a “-valuation subring of R. 
4 
4a. Algebraicity 
As is well known and easily determined. every ordered group is torsion- 
free. The analog for division rings of this result asks whether every Hilbert 
ordered division ring is a purely transcendental extension of its center Z. The 
answer to this question is “yes.” 
Let a be an algebraic element of the division ring R. If p = p,(t) is the 
minimal polynomial of a then, by a result of Wedderburn. 
p=(t-a)(t-xaxC’) .a. (t-var-‘). 
where x...., VE R. Then 
trace(a) = a + xax-’ + a.. + vav-’ 
and a has the same sign relative to any fixed Hilbert ordering or R. 
However, if a is algebraic so must be a - (l/~) trace(a), where n is 
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the degree of p, and trace(a - (I/n) trace(a)) = 0. Therefore a = 
(I/n) trace(a) E 2. 
Now let R be a division ring with involution and suppose that a > b is 
both a Baer ordering and a c-ordering. If s = s* is an algebraic element of R 
then (l/n) trace(s) is a symmetric central element so that s - (l/n) trace(s) is 
a symmetric. If s - (l/n) trace(s) > 0 then trace@ - (l/y~) trace(s)) > 0 
follows, contradicting the relation 
trace(s - (l/n) trace(s)) = 0. 
Similarly s - (l/n) trace(s) k 0. Therefore s = (l/n) trace(s) E Z. We have 
shown the 
Remark 8 (Albert). (1) If R is a Hilbert ordered division ring then R 
is a purely transcendental extension of the center Z. 
(2) If R has a joint Baer and c-ordering then every algebraic 
symmetric is central. 
Since the nature of the center (rational function field or algebraic number 
field) turns out to be determinant to the existence or nonexistence of odd- 
dimensional division rings having a Baer ordering [6], it is legitimate to 
investigate the case of any c-ordered division ring whose center is an 
algebraic number field Z. Then the central bounded elements Z, coincide 
.with Z. More generally, we shall condition the algebraicity of individual 
elements a of R as follows. We suppose that a is algebraic over a subfield F 
of the valuation domain Z,. For instance, if F = F* is totally archimedean 
in the sense given by D. Handelman [4], 
Vh E F 3hi E F 3r (rational) h/z* + c hihjt: = r, 
then FE Z, follows. 
Remark 9. For F any subfield of Z,, if x is algebraic over F then the 
minimal polynomial p,(t) of x over F and the minimal polynomial g,(t) of x 
over Z 2 F have the properties 
(1) per, g, E Z,[t], where Z, = Z n V, is the center of V, 
(2) g, divides pI over Z,. 
Just@ation. (1) Since x is algebraic over F it follows that x 
(resp. X-‘) is a polynomial expression of x-‘(resp. X) over F G V. From this 
and the relation x or x-’ E V (for V is a valuation domain) follow that both 
x and x-’ belong to V, so that s is a unit of V. (2) By Wedderburn’s result, 
we have 
g, = fi (t - a,xix;‘) (ai E R). 
1 
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Because V is preserved under conjugation, the relation above clearly shows 
that g, E Z[t] n V[t] c_ Z,[t]. S ince p,(x) = 0 and since g, is the minimal 
polynomial of x over Z 2 F, we have p, = hg, for some h E Z[t]. Write 
p, = S pit’* h = 2 hiti, g,==F git, 
(p,, gi E Z,). Notice that p,, E F c Z, is a unit of the valuation domain 2, 
in Z. Now g, = (-1 ’ nl=, a,xa;‘. Because x is a unit of P’ so must g,. 
Thus g, is a unit of Z,. From the relation pO = h, g, it follows that h, is a 
unit of Z,. From the relation p1 = h, g, + h, g, with h,, g, E Z, and g, is a 
unit of Z, follow h, E V. Step by Step one can show that h E Z,[t/. 
THEOREM 8. Let R be an-v c-ordered division ring such that the residue 
division ring b/J be a field and let F be any *-closed central subfield of R, 
which is contained in V. (1) If x E R is algebraic over F then .Y is a bounded 
elements of degree at most 2 over the center Z. (2) Further, if x =x*, or if 
some sken> element 0 f rs E Z is algebraic over F, then x E Z. 
Proof. (1) Suppose, by way of contradiction, that the degree n of x 
over Z is larger than 2. By a result of Wedderburn, the minimal polynomial 
g, of x over Z can be written in the form 
g, = (1 - a,xa;‘) ... (t - a,xa;‘). 
For each i= l,..., n, we have aixa;’ s x (mod V) or =Y*. (mod V) for, by 
Remark 9, x E V, and by Theorem 7, ai induces the identity or the involution 
modulo J. Let F= F + J/J, ,U = x + J, and 3 = x* + J. Since the 
symmetries of the division ring V/J are central it follows that 2 and P 
commute. Denote by F(X, X*) the subfield of V/J generated by F, -f, and ,U*. 
The polynomial g, maps onto the polynomial gX E V/J[t] of degree n. for g, 
is a manic polynomial, and we have over F(z, P) the factorisation 
g; = (t - fI) *. . (t - ;r,,), 
where Xi = X or X*. Since n > 2, g, has a multiple root in F(,C, ,U* j. 
If Z, is the center of the ring V, then Z, maps onto z,. Denote by 
<,,(& P) the subfield of V/J generated by Z,,,-Y? .3*. Clearly 
Z,(X, 3) 3 F(%, 5”). Because g, is a factor of the minimal polynomial pX of 
x over F over Z,, we get that g, is a factor of P, over Z,(z, 2”). By the 
above, P, has a multiple root in the extension field z,,(, P> of the field F. 
Now P,(.f) = 0, and if h(t) E F[t] is such that h(x) E J, we get that h(x) is an 
algebraic element over F with h(x) E J, resulting in h(x) = 0. This shows that 
p.Y is the minimal polynomial of I = x + J over F=: F. But, in characteristic 
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0, it is well known that the minimal polynomial has no multiple roots over 
any field extension of F, which contradicts the assumption n > 2. 
(2) If x = x* we know from the proof of Theorem 7 that a,xa;’ E x 
(modJ). The argument in the above can be re-played to get that the degree n 
of x over Z is equal to 1. Finally, if 0 # u is a central skew element, which is 
algebraic over F, then o is a central unit of V. From the congruence relations 
wa -’ = y (mod J), y = y* E V follow quickly soya-’ = cry (modJ) giving 
aha -’ = h (moda, for all h E V and a E R. As before, we conclude that the 
degree of x over Z is equal to 1. 
COROLLARY 1. If the involution is of the second kind and if the “-center 
(Z, *) of R is totally archimedean (for e-sample, Z is algebraic over the 
rationals) then R is a purely transcendental extension of it center Z. 
Proof. Since (Z, *) is totally archimedean it follows that (Z, *) c V. 
Because Z is at most quadratic over (Z, *), Z c V follows, that is, Z = Z,. 
We can then quote Theorem 8. 
COROLLARY 2. Any symmetric of R which is algebraic over a totally 
Archimedean subfteld F = F” E Z of R must be a central element. 
4.2. Generation 
If U is the unitary group of the division ring R and Z[U] = A is the span 
of the unitary group of R over the center Z, one would be tempted to think 
that such a subalgebra of R is a significative portion of R (for R with 
characteristic # 2). In fact, we asked (candidly) whether Z[U] = R for R 
infinite dimensional over Z. Handelman has shown that if R has for center 
the reals R and R is not finite dimensional, then A #R. Still one might ask 
whether A is a simple ring. Also, what can be said about the over 
subalgebras B 3 A containing the pseudo unitary elements of R(e.g., 
elements of the form v = a*a -’ --. t*t- ‘, where 0 # a,..., t E R)? Let us first 
give a considerably shorter proof of Handelman’s result. 
THEOREM 9 (Handelman). Let R be any naturally. orderable division 
ring (e.g., C xix: = 0 implies xi = 0) with center Z containing the reals 
IR = m *, let U be the unitary group of R, and let A = IR [ U] be the span of U 
over the field IR. Unless R is of dimension 4 (or less), we have A # R. 
ProoJ Let Pmat. (resp.P”‘) be the subset of bounded elements (resp. 
infinitesimals) with respect to the natural ordering a anat. b (see 
Definition 2). It is known that Pat. is a *-closed subring evidently 
containing CT. Because R is totally archimedean subfield, R c Vat. follows. 
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Therefore Par. 2 R [ U] = R, so Pat. = R. Since Jnat. is an ideal of the ring 
Pa’. = R, Pa’. = 0 follows. Now the mapping 
x + Inf,(q rational 1 xx* 6 4’) 
turns R into a normed ring. Thus R is a normed division algebra. By the 
well-known Gel’fand-Mazur theorem R would be of dimension at most 4, 
which completes the proof. 
If the span R [U] of the unitary group U over the real IF! is a simple ring, 
this is no longer under the Gel’fand-Mazur domain of validity and we 
cannot conclude that R must be, again, of dimension 1 or 4. All we can say 
in that case is that A = iR[ U] is a simple algebra without divisors of zero, 
which is spanned by unitaries. 
If, however, the division ring R is c-orderable the situation is quite 
different for we can show the 
THEOREM 10. (1) If R is any non-commutative c-orderable division 
ring of dimension not 4, then the span of the unitary group of R over oq 
subfield F of naturally bounded central elements cannot be a simple ring. (2) 
Also, the span of the pseudo unitary group of R over any such subfield F of Z 
cannot be a simple ring. 
ProoJ”. (1) When F c Z,, A = F[UJ c V follows. Let I be the ideal of /I 
generated the commutators sx - xs, where s = s* and x range over ,4. By 
Theorem 4, I G J. If now A were a simple ring, we would get I = 0 or I = A. 
In the former case one can easily conclude that R is of dimension at most 4. 
In the latter case this would give A s J and consequently 1 E J, which is an 
absurdity. 
(2) Let I? be the set of elements of the form 
&)=x*x- . . . t*t-’ ( x,..., tER), 
or pseudo unitary elements. It can be easily checked that i?i is a 
multiplicative group, which is preserved under the involution. By an obser- 
vation due to Holland, the ring A = F[ 01 is such that every one-sided ideai 
is two-sided. For if L is a right ideal of A and x E L, then xx-ix* EL, that 
is, x* EL. If now A is a simple ring, it follows that A is a division subring. 
By an observation due, again, to Holland, we have aba -‘b -! E d for all 
a, b E R, a? b # 0. Therefore A is preserved under conjugation By the famous 
Brauer-Cartan-Hua theorem either A & Z or A = R. In the former case, we 
can easily conclude that R is at most 4-dimensional, which is contrary to the 
hypothesis. In the latter case, we get that I’2 A = R. From this V= R, and 
J= 0 follows. But, this can happen only when R is at most 4-dimensional. 
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In the course of the preceding proof the following corollary was almost 
shown. 
COROLLARY 1. Let R be any c-orderable division ring whose center Z is 
totaIry archimedean (for example, Z is an algebraic tzumber field or Z = IR 
or @). The span A of the pseudo unitary group U of R over the center has the 
following properties. 
(i) Every one-sided ideal of A is 2-sided. 
(ii) A is preserved under conjugation. 
(iii) Unless R is at most 4dimensional neither A E Z nor can A be a 
simple ring. 
(iv) The center of A is precisely Z. 
(v) A enlarges to a proper *-valuation subritlg. 
Property (iv) of Corollary 1 follows easily from the fact that the center of 
A is preserved under conjugation. In the case where the division ring R 
contains in its center the reals, we can assert that A contains an ideal JA with 
A/J., one of the real finite dimensional algebras. For then V/J is a real 
division algebra whose symmetries are reals. This can be shown as follows. 
Taking s=s* any positive symmetric unit, if we define 
/Is/J = Inf,{q(rational) ( s < q} then s and /Is/J have the same rational 
majorants, so that s = ((~11 (mod J) (Theorem 5). Since A/J is a real 
subalgebra of V/J it follows that A/J is a division subalgebra. Thus 
A/Jn A z A + J/J = A/J is a division algebra. If, further, R contains in its 
center the complexes then V/J= C = A/J. Here the commutator ideal of V is 
contained in J so that A has a proper commutator ideal. This is the 
COROLLARY 2. If, further, the center of R is C then the commutator 
ideal of A is a proper ideal and A has some maximal ideal J, with A/J,d z 6. 
Remark 10. Under the assumptions of Corollary 2, we have 
Z[U] + J= Z[a] + J= P=. + J= V. 
where Vat. (2 Z[ o] 1 Z[ U]) is the subring of naturalIy bounded elements. 
4.3. Examples 
4.3.1. Algebraic Case 
We wish to determine all algebraic division rings R possessing a joint Baer 
and c-ordering. Here is a construction of the non-commutative case, which 
turns out to be the most general one. 
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Given the q-ordered field F and the quadratic extension M = F[ r] of F of 
the form --z’ > 0 in F, we shall associate to the pair (F; r) the 4-dimensional 
division ring R = R(F, r, >j as follows. We let R be all the 2 x 2 matrices 
over M of the form 
where x ++ -Y is the Galois F-automorphism of M induced by r. This is a 
division subring of MzXZ with the involution (symplectic and con- 
jugate-transpose) 
HereRhasforcenterZ=F=(xER/x=x*}.IfM={aEFja>O)then 
M induces a c-ordering and a Baer ordering on R, for all symmetries are 
scalars in F. 
Conversely if R # Z is algebraic with some joint Baer and c-ordering we 
know that all symmetries are central. Such a division ring R has an 
involution of the first kind necessary. Thus the center Z is q-ordered by the 
restriction of the c-ordering to Z. If now t = -r* # 0 is any skew element of 
R then -7* = rr * E Z. By construction, -3 is a positive element of the q- 
ordered field Z. Choosing another skew cr anti-commutating with r and using 
a reduced matrix argument to the basis 1, r, 0, ru of R over Z, one gets that 
RzR((F;r). 
If we stick to a merely c-orderable division ring R we can turn, in coun- 
terpart, to the case where the *-center (Z, *) of R is totally archimedean. We 
know from Corollary 2 to Theorem 8 that R has all its symmetries central. 
For R # Z, this gives that Z = (Z, *) is totally archimedean. In this case, 
any q-ordering on Z is a field ordering. Thus R =: R(F, r; ~j, where > is a 
field ordering on F = Z, with F totally archemedean, and -r2 > 0 in F. 
Conversely, if R = R(FI r; a), where F, >, and r are as before, then R has a 
totally archimedean *-center (Z, *) = Z = F, and R is c-ordered. We have 
show the 
THEOREM 11. The only algebraic c-orderable diGsion rings R # Z which 
possess a joint Baer and c-ordering (resp. which possess a totally 
archimedean *-center) are the division rings of the form R = R(F, r; a), 
where (F, >) is a q-ordered field (resp. (F, 2) is an ordered field, which is 
totally archimedean) and -z2 is a positke element of F. 
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4.3.2. Weyl Division Algebras 
Start off any field with involution F, which is naturally orderable. Denote 
by D the Weyl algebra over F, D = F(x, y]/(x.~ - )‘x - l), relative to the 
involution, making x symmetric and y skew. As is well known, D is a simple 
noetherian ring with center F. We let R be the division ring of quotients of D 
together with the extended involution. We claim that R possesses some joint 
Baer and c-ordering. Here is a construction of such an ordering. 
View D as the polynomial ring F[y] [x] over the commutative domain 
F[y] subjected to the rule 
where dk#/ldyk is the higher derivative of order k of the polynomial $ = #(J). 
Using this rule one can show that D possesses a mapping N: D -+ F[ y] such 
that N(p) = 0 8 p = 0, N(pg) = N(p) N(g), N(p*) = (N(p)) *, N(c) = c for 
each c E F[ y], and N(Cjk=, pi) = CijN(pij), where {ii}j is a subset (possibly 
empty) of indices. For example, define N(p) = 0 for p = 0, and 
N(p) = an(y), where 0 # p = CyEO ai ED. 
Clearly F[ JJ] has a naturally orderable field of quotients F(y), which 
possesses some multiplicative c-ordering. For example, take a field ordering 
of the *-center (F( jr), *) of F(y) and set c E F(y), c > 0 8 c E (F(y), *), 
c > 0. Define p E D to be positive if and only if N(p) E F[y] and N(p) > 0. 
The set A4 = {p E D 1 p > 0) is an additive and multiplicative subset defining 
a joint Baer and c-ordering on D. We claim that this additive an 
multiplicative set M has the Ore property: Given p, g E M there are 
p, , g, E A4 with p, p = g, g. For since D has the Ore property there are pz 
and g, with p2p = g, g. Then (P~~>P = (pfg,)g. Now pfp? and p E M 
so that (pfg,)g = (p,*p2)p > 0. Also g > 0. Thus N(( pfg,) g) = 
N(p:g2) N(g) > 0 and N(g) > 0. By construction .of the ground c-ordering 
on F[ y], we get N(pfg2) > 0. Therefore ppg, E M. This shows that M 
satisfies the Ore condition as a cone. This cone M can be inversed in the 
division ring of quotients R of D; that is, M = { pg-’ 1 p, g E M) is also an 
additive and multiplicative cone in R. ti contains norms of R. For let 
x-b-‘aER. Then 
ss* = b-‘aa*(b*)-m’ 
ss* = (b*b)-‘(b*a)(b*a)*(b*b)-’ E ti. 
Therefore a induces a joint Baer and c-ordering on the division ring R, 
which is multiplicative. 
If instead of the chosen involution we had taken the exchange involution 
x + y = x*, the same conclusion would be true for R. It suffices to observe 
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that D = F(x’, y’ ]/(x’y’ - y’x’ - l), where x’ = y,(x + .t’), y’ = .r - X. Here 
the involution x--t 4’ does make x’ symmetric and ~7’ a skew element. 
Taking the field F to be a totally archimedean *-center (E; *), we know 
from Handelman’s result that, in the case F = IR or ic, R = R(F) can not be 
spanned by its unitaries over F. From our earlier discussion (see 4.2, 
Theorem lo), we know, in fact, that A = F[U] or even A = F[ 0-1 are not 
simple rings. In the case F = 6, A + J = V follows with A/A f? JX G. The 
same conclusions can be derived for the Weyl algebra itself. 
4.3.3. Holland’s Examples 
The question of whether any naturally orderable division ring R is c- 
orderable can be answered in the negative as Holland constructed a 9- 
dimensional naturally orderable division ring R, which is algebraic over the 
rationals and by [5, Theorem 81. 
In [5], Holland gave an example of infinite dimensional division ring R 
with me-selected *-center Z,, which satisfies the square root axiom, and R is 
Baer orderable provided Z, is formally real. This example turns out to c- 
orderable, and this is checked by the author in a separate paper. 
In [6], Holland gave examples of odd-dimensional division rings R, which 
are Baer orderable. It would be interesting to test for the c-orderability of 
those division rings, To conclude, here are some other questions. 
QUESTION 1. If R is a c-orderable division ring must R possess a joim 
Baer and c-ordering? a separate ordering? 
QUESTION 2. If R is any c-orderable division ring must all algebraic 
symmetries be central elements? 
QUESTION 3. If R is not a quaternion ring and if R has no algebraic 
symmetries (other than the central ones) must R be a purely transcendental 
extension of its center Z? 
QUESTION 4. For R any naturally orderable division ring, when is the 
span of the unitary (pseudo unitary) group of R over the center a simple 
ring? a local ring? Must the latter spans be always equal? 
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